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Omni ’s
Family of Gloves
• 111 Series Latex Powdered Examination
Gloves
• 112 Series Latex Powder Free Examination
Gloves
• 113 Series Latex Powder Free Examination
Gloves
• 202 Series “Lite Touch”
Nitrile Examination
Gloves
• 212 Series Nitrile
Examination Gloves For
EMS & Chemotherapy
• 311 Series Powdered
Vinyl Examination
Gloves
• 312 Series Powder Free
Vinyl Examination
Gloves
• 361 Series Powdered
NSF Food Service Vinyl
Gloves
• 362 Series Powder Free
NSF Food Service Vinyl
Gloves
• 412 Series Powder Free
Stretch Vinyl Examination Gloves
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Are Powder Free Gloves
Completely Powder Free?
Due to the different manufacturing
processes of powder free gloves, they
are not 100% completely powder free.
(FYI—Some type of powder is needed
to release the glove from the hand
forma (mold).) The definition of powder
according to the ASTM is anything that
does not pass through a 2.7 micrometer glass microfiber filter by using suction filtration. These may include cornstarch, calcium carbonate aggregates,
latex particles, synthetic debris, packaging fibers, non-soluble lubricants,
dust, etc. However, ASTM has set a
maximum limit for powder at 4 mg per
glove for all powder free gloves, and
plans to further reduce the limit to 3 mg
in the future, and then to 2 mg per
glove.
Check out our website for answers to
many glove related questions. You
should look at the FAQ section and especially our Glossary. Brushing up on
questions and answers from our web
site, may just be what the doctor ordered when it comes to increasing your
sales and enhancing your profits.
After all, gloves, though they may be a
commodity, can still allow you to provide expert answers to even a professional’s questions while you are in the
field, on the phone or simply answering
an e-mail from a customer.
Our website is :

www.OMNIgloves.com.

QUALITY IS
EVERYTHING
Whether it comes to our medical, dental, food service or even our general
purpose gloves, at Omni International,
it’s not good enough to be just another
“glove”. Since gloves is ALL we do, it is
imperative that Omni International’s
gloves adhere to very high standards.
One thing you should note is that all
Omni Gloves are packed in layers for
easy dispensing. We know that may
not mean much to you or some of your
customers. However, it should. It is
very important to us and most of your
customers. They want a glove that is
properly packaged in the box so that
when they pull a glove out, only one
glove is dispensed.
You probably have seen a movie called
“The Blob”. Imagine, all the gloves in a
box literally morphed into a “blob” of
their own. We know you have seen a
box resembling that visual!
Layered packaging is very important
when it comes to customer satisfaction.
It means more savings for them as they
only pull out what they need rather than
extra’s falling on the floor, or worse yet,
“blobs” attacking!
With Omni Gloves you get a high quality glove that is layered correctly, just
like tissues, so that your customer only
pulls out one at a time, with confidence.

NEED SAMPLES?
E-mail us at

info@OMNIgloves.com.

